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Cronos3D represents the ultimate goal after years of research and development in the 3d scanning domain.
Open Technologies developed its latest industrial scanner in view of an exponentially growing demand for an 
optical instrument, highly reliable and easy to use that speeds up designing, reverse engineering, testing and 
cataloguing processes. A compact and light design that makes it the perfect portable industrial digitizer.

Cronos3D is the affordable, time saving and cost reductive solution for your production stages. Introduced 
during 2013 Euromold in Frankfurt, Cronos series allows the configuration of a single or double field of view, 
sharing the projection module, it will be like purchasing two different Machines at once. It can be equipped with 
different sensors, specifically 1.3, 2.0 and 3.1 mega pixels cameras in order to cover different applications 
needs. Every sensor acquires colors and textures.
Optical Reveng, the acquisition and editing software, will intuitively guide the user throughout the whole scanning 
flow from the model positioning, to alignments and completely open exports of the polygonal mesh or the point 
cloud. Available with rotary synchronized manipulators, TRM05 and TRM010, the Axis Auto-Alignment will 
strongly enhance the scanning experience. 

Cronos 3D Cronos3d Dual
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CRONOS3D FEATURES CRONOS3D DUAL

Field of View:
200 < x < 500

Camera 1.3 MPixels

Field of View *

A: 200/400 B: 250/500

Point Spacing:
156 < x < 390 µm

Point Spacing

A:156/312 µm B: 195/390 µm

Field of View:
140 < x < 370

Camera 2 MPixels

Field of View *

A: 150/300 B: 170/340

Point Spacing:
93 < x 212 µm

Point Spacing

A: 93/187 µm B: 106/212 µm

Field of View:
180 < x < 350

Camera 3.1 MPixels

Field of View *

180/350

Point Spacing:
87 < x < 166 µm

Point Spacing

87/170 µm

STL, OBJ color, IGES planes - sections File Format STL, OBJ color, IGES sections-planes-curves



Open Technologies’ Aurum series represents the line of 3d digitizer designed for the jewellers segment.
However its performances are highly appreciated anywhere the need is to scan small parts. Tooling or Mini 
Figures design turned out as major applications as well. 
Aurum scanners are well known for their sensitivity to details, they are the ultimate solution for whoever is 
looking in the domain of 3d scanners for the highest possible results ad accuracy.

Both Aurum 3D and LT are desktop solutions, scanning process is highly automated, most of the times users 
efforts are limited to model positioning and a simple mouse click.
Alignments are automatic, shapes complexity is no longer an obstacle.
Synchronized manipulators smartly place the model in a pre-configured number of positions, allowing the 
optical set-up to acquire a full, watertight 3d mesh, making the prototyping stage no longer a time consuming 
activity.

Aurum 3d and LT differ mainly for sensors resolution, respectively 3,1 and 1,3 mega pixels; however Aurum 
3D is mounted on a five ways adjustable arm providing great flexibility.

Another State Of the Art equipment, by Open Technologies.

Aurum 3D Aurum LT

AURUM 3D FEATURES AURUM LT

110 x 80 mm Field of view 110 x 95 mm

2 x 3 MPixels Camera Resolution 1,31 MPixels

505 x 443 x 230 Dimensions 500 x 290 x 480

4 kg Weight 10 kg

LED Light Source LED

OPTICAL REVENG Scanning Software OPTICAL REVENG

STL, OBJ, 
curves - sections - planes IGES Output file STL, OBJ, OFF, PLY
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FAST SCAN 3D SYSTEM

Insight3

Insight3 is the latest product from Open Technologies. Based on an infra-red pattern 
projection, it allows the user to easily acquire a 3d model with complex shapes or to scan 
a person in a matter of minutes.
According to today’s trend, where 3d print hub, mini figures makers, FabLab and 
customization services are growing on exponential basis, A user friendly, cheap and 
versatile device was a must for a landmark brand as Open Technologies. Beside other well 
established products such as Cronos3D and Aurum3d, Open Technologies is now able to 
compete on the market with a Real-time solution, and to cover Unexplored Applications.

Design and visual media
Computer graphic for the cinema and gaming industries. Visual effects production studios 
can take advantage of Insight3 technology, 3d body data can be obtained in few minutes 
and the 3d “avatar” of actors may be used for animations or for a “safety” management of 
dangerous stunts.

Medicine
Insight3 delivers 3d informations in a matter of seconds, results are that the equipment 
could be used whenever there’s a need to scan a body part or an entire human body.
Different configurations will help in having the needed resolution and the level of detail 
required for a wide range of medical application. Customizing the field of view of the 
instrument, it will, actually, be possible to have a device that scan a whole leg in few 
seconds as well as one that allows to scan a human face with a higher level of details.

FEATURES INSIGHT3

Camera
Field of view:150 < x < 500 

Point Spacing: 0.12 < x < 0.4 mm

Camera Resolution 1280x1024 Pixels

Dimensions 327 x 246 x 174 mm

File Format OFF sections, IGES planes
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Stone400 is the, affordable, vertical solution designed for the Artistic Stone segment, but not only.
A well known brand in the segment, Stone400 puts its basis on the technology of its older brother, Cronos3D.

Stone 400 allows to perform digital copies of anything to be reproduced or restored, maintaining the 
finishing unchanged and keeping the artist’s touch.
Along with numerical control machineries, it makes possible the realization of your masterpieces, maintaining 
a never seen before level of detail and accuracy, guaranteeing a proper optimization of the final product value 
and cost ratio. 

Thanks to various partnerships with some of the biggest machineries manufacturers and the indisputable 
performances of Stone400, this 3d scanner turned out as Open Technologies’ best sale product over, 
nearly, the past two years.

FEATURES STONE400

Measuring System STONE 400

Field of View 400 mm

Feature accuracy + 0.1 mm

Camera Resolution 2 x 1.3 MPixels

Working Distance 115 cm

Weight 4 kg

Digitisazion Software REVENG STONE (Open Technologies srl)

File Format STL, OBJ, IGES sections 
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Open Technologies

Open Technologies is a leading manufacturer of 3D scanning technologies based in Brescia, 
northern Italy; it is part of Opto Tech Group, the biggest opto-electronic industrial hub of the 
country.  

At Open Technologies, the mission is to develop, manufacture and market high end Optical 
Digitizer that speeds up engineering and designing processes covering a very wide range of 
applications.
Our unique and cost-effective solutions enhance, not only, productivity and time-to-market, 
they also help our customers stay ahead of competition.
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